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SECTION 3: LIGHT & SHADE; SPIRIT AND MATTER

Ch 27Para- and Apara-prakriti: Jivatma as the third; sattva, rajas, tamas as next stage of condensation; Manas, Buddhi and Ahankara; Chitta, maahattva, and mamatva; three akasas, three vayus, endless triplets, septenates; formation of atoms by action and reaction; spirit and matter

Ch 29Psychology of Kriya and Pratikriya - love and hate: Basic Sutrata or thread of unity; pseudo-infinite threads of individuality; interdependence of all, jives and tattvas; necessity of all from the transcendental viewpoint; necessity of dealing one at a time from the empirical viewpoint; Sutratmas as laws; explanation of lawlessness and disorder; law of individual being, character, principle; raga & dvesha, Love and Hate

Continued overleaf
Ch 30  Endless moods of the opposites, love and hate: Main subdivisions; different names of the triplets; correspondence with A, U, M; Why the ‘marks’ of the Self are spoken of as six, not three; transcendence of all marks

Ch 31  Triplets: Pratyagatma-Jivatma-Daiviprakriti; Sat-Chit-Ananda; Manas-Buddhi-Ahankara; Sensation-perception-imagination; apprehension-comprehension-ambition; position-composition-supposition; expansion of the small into the Great Self; relation of subtle and gross between primary and secondary, radical and derivative, triplets; Sattva-Rajas-Tamas; Dravya-guna-karma; 12 factors in four triplets corresponding with 12 logia, correspondences and reflexions

Ch 32  Triplet of Substance-Quality-Movement: Reasons for the endless quintuplication; Sva-bhava; interdependence of past, present and future in the interdependence of Sva-bhava; Distinction between Sva-bhava or cause and effect, and karana or cause; Dravya-pradravya-anudravya; karma-prekarma-anukarma; guna-praguna-anuguna; the pseudo-continuity despite manifest discreteness of dravya, etc; Sankhya views; Nyaya and vaisheshika vies; nies and triplets; significance of nigraha-sthana or fallacy

Ch 33  Substance, Attribute, and Movement – principal varieties thereof: Seven varieties of each; septenates in this world-system; such distinctions are conventional, for positive delimitation of any brahmanda impossible because of continuos inclusion of smaller in the larger; Kala or Time equivalent to Mahat; Dik or Space to buddhi-tattva; Sensor and motor ‘organs’ corresponding to these; Seven ‘bodies’ of each human; seven layers in each atom; sampadana or development of these; seven guns; Logia in terms of guna and not dravya, and why; the five sense-qualities as the qualities of the five dravyas, and sankhya or number as the quality of Kala or Time, and samyoga or conjunction of Dik or Space; arithmetic (number) and geometry (space) in connection with Dik; dravyas in terms of logia in the Shakhas of the Vedas; the peculiarity of scriptural sentences.

Ch 34  The Evolution of Dravyas: Nyaya-method of determining the logia; I-number-not; I-conjuncion-not; Mahat and buddhi-tattvas; Sense-organs and qualities corresponding to these; other names, adi for buddhi-tattva, anupadaka for mahat-tattva; reasons; evolution of tattvas, and corresponding senses and qualities, in successive manvantaras; various kinds of brahmandas; Samvrta and pavrta, the qualities of adi and anupadaka; Brhan-manasa and hrt, their sense organs; the normal development over manvantaras, and abnormal development through yoga; organs of production corresponding to the two.
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